
Investors in the United States have been waiting on a pair of run-off
elections in the state of Georgia, due to take place later today and to
importantly determine which party controls the Senate. The outcome
will undoubtedly have big implications for the incoming president Joe
Biden: if Democrats manage to win both seats on offer, then the
Senate would no longer be Republican controlled, giving Biden far
more power to enact his legislative agenda.
So far, it has largely been priced in that the Republicans will maintain
control of the Senate, albeit with a very narrow majority, pointing to the
goldilocks scenario for US equities which we alluded to following the
Presidential Election result in November. This scenario involves a much
more stable Biden presidency with less aggressive foreign policies,
while also having far less chance of any radical policy changes which
may have hurt corporate profits and therefore share prices in the
States.
Should both seats todays be won by Democrats, we would expect a 5%
to 10% sell-off in US equities as traders attempt to re-price company
valuations with the likelihood of higher corporate taxes.
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Equities: Indices flat to slightly lower across the continent on Tuesday morning as concerns
over rising infection curves and slow vaccine rollout persist. FTSE100 0.6% higher this morning
after a strong start to the year yesterday, despite the UK entering a fresh nationwide lockdown
until at least mid-February. This reaffirms our view that investors are looking through the
current restrictions to the widespread use of vaccines, the UK pressing on with its vaccination
programme faster than any other European nation. VIX spiked to $28.90 yesterday as risk
assets sold off in the US.
Currencies: The Dollar trading largely flat over the past couple of days, Monday's main move
came from the British Pound as their government introduced its third full lockdown to combat
the spread of the new variant of Covid. The Dollar could show more volatility over the next 24
hours as we get more clarity on the Georgia election scenario.
Safe-havens: Gold rallying again this morning as the metal heads for the $1,950 mark and
trades its highest prices since early November. Gold is over 3.5% higher over the past week,
silver up 4% to $27.61 WTI Crude oil 1.7% lower on Monday as OPEC meetings were
suspended without any decisions made. We expect to see sovereign bonds remain fairly
stagnant for some time to come, as central banks pin rates to affordably low levels for the
coming years.
Looking ahead: This afternoon we are due to get Manufacturing data from the US, followed
by the Fed's meeting minutes and the NFP results from the States later in the week. OPEC's
meeting was suspended and will resume today.

Georgia Elections

Irish House Prices

DCC
Irish international sales, marketing, and support services group DCC
has officially announced their acquisition of United Propane Gas, a deal
which has significantly increased its presence in the US LPG (Liquefied
Petroleum Gas) market. 
This deal, which has expanded DCC's geographical presence from 14 to
21 States across the US, will also more than double its customer base
of roughly 230,000 consumers. DCC has revealed that the enterprise
value of the transaction, which has been combined with a recent
smaller acquisition by the firm, has come to $145m.
"Since our initial entry into the US LPG market in April 2018 we have
now committed approximately $445m of acquisition capital in building
DCC Propane into the sixth largest business in the market" stated Chief
Executive Donal Murphy.
Trading at £54 in London this morning at a P/E ratio of just over 18
times, we maintain our buy rating on this name and have added to our
position during the weakness shown in price over recent weeks.

According to MyHome.ie's latest house price report, national house
price inflation grew to 6.3% in 2020, the fastest rate of growth in nearly
three years. The property website also warned that "too much cash is
chasing too few homes". This comes after many experts had forecast
house prices in Ireland to decline in 2020 as mass unemployment and
a major break in economic activity gripped the nation. The average
asking price for a house came in at €284,000, with Dublin's average at
€392,000.
The report also alluded to the fact that mortgage lending hit a new
cycle high of €1.1 billion back in October.


